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Let D be an integral domain with X an analytic indeterminate. Suppose that 
G is a group of D-automorphisms of D[[X]] and let (D[[X]])" denote the fixed 
ring of G. That is, (D[[X]])" = (f~ D[[XJ] / u(f) = f for all 0 E G}. Work 
of Samuel [l 11, Castillon [l, 21, and O’Malley [9, lo] culminated in O’Malley’s 
proving that if G is a $finite group, then (D[[X]])G = D[[f]], where 
f = noeG u(X). Subsequently, Castillon [3] considered the corresponding 
question both for polynomials and power series in case the group G is infinite. 
He succeeded in proving that in this case (D[X])" = D, but succumbed to an 
oversight when claiming to have proved the analogous result for D[[X]]. 
Specifically, he assumed that the quotient field of D[[Xj] was Q(X)), the quotient 
field of K[[X]], where K is the quotient field of D. As was established by Gilmer 
in [6], this is in fact true if and only if no==, anD # (0) for each element a of D, 
a condition which is rarely satisfied. 
This paper is the result of our attempts to prove Castillon’s conjecture. 
Specifically, if G is an infinite group of D-automorphisms of D[[Xj], must 
(D[[X]])G = D ? Regretfully, we have been unable to settle the question com- 
pletely, but we have been able to give an affirmative answer in case D is either 
a Noetherian domain or a Krull domain, with no assumptions about G, and for 
arbitrary D in case G contains an element of infinite order. These results are 
summarized in Theorem 2. 
We shall proceed to the proof of Theorem 2 in stages introducing the requisite 
terminology as we go. Unfortunately, we shall often be forced to appeal to results 
which may be unfamiliar to the reader and we apologize in advance for the 
inconvenience. 
All our rings will be commutative and possess an identity element. Perhaps 
belatedly we record that we are denoting by R[[xJ] the ring of formal power 
series over R in the indeterminate X. 
* The group consisted of J. Brewer, T. Jooste, L. le Riche, E. Martens, A. Miiller, 
M. Sheridan, and W. van Rooyen. 
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Suppose that f is a power series in R[[X]] of positive order. Then there 
exists an R-enomorphism 4 of R[[X]] such that d(X) = f [12, p. 13.51. We shall 
denote by R[[f]] the image of R[[X]] under the R-endomorphism 4. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a ring with (T an R-endomorphism of R[[X]]. Suppose that 
f is a power series of positive order and that u(f) = f. Then (T is the identity on 
NIYII~ 
Proof. This result will follow immediately from Lemma 3.4 of [9] as soon 
as we can see that R[[X]] is complete in the (f)-adic topology on R[[X]]. This, 
however, can be seen from [8, p. 701. 
If S is a set of R-automorphisms of R[[X]], we will denote by (R[[X]])S 
the set of all power series in R[[X]] left fixed by each element of 5’. Thus, 
(R[[X]])s = (f~ R[[X]] / u(f) = f for each ~7 E S>. 
In this notation, Lemma 1 says that (R[[A’J])” > R[[f]] if f is of positive order 
and o(f) = f for each 0 E S. 
We require another lemma which should be of independent interest. In 
essence it states that an R-endomorphism of R[[X]] is completely determined 
by its action on X. This statement is obvious for polynomials, but its proof for 
power series turned out to be somewhat elusive. It has also been independently 
obtained by Gilmer and O’Malley [7] 
As was shown by the elegant paper of Eakin and Sathaye, it is convenient 
to consider the problem in a more general context. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R be a ring with Xl ,..., X,,, , Yl ,..., Y, indeterminates. 
Suppose that there exists an R-homomorphism 4: R[[X, , . . . , X,]] + R[ [ Yl , . . . , Y,]] 
such that for 1 < i < m, 4(X,) = ci + fi , where ci E R and fi E (Yl ,..., YJ. 
Then 4 is the only such R-homomorphism. 
Proof. Let +1 and &, be two such R-homomorphisms. By [4, Theorem A] 
there exists an R-automorphism 7 of R[[X, ,..., X,]] such that T(XJ =; Xi + ci 
for 1 < i < m. Thus, ~--i(x[) =:. -Xi - ci for 1 < i < m. It is clear that 
+(RIXl ,..., X,]) C R[X, ,..., X,,] and moreover that & and Cz agree on 
R[X, ,..., X,]. Kow, 
for I < i < m and the same is true of & 3 7-l.. Therefore, by [12, p. 1351, 
+i 0 7-l and & 0 7-l are continuous R-homomorphisms from R[[X, ,..., X,,]] 
into R[[Y, ,..., YJ. Moreover, they agree on the dense subspace R[X; ,..., A-,,,] 
of R[[X, ,..., X,,]]. Thus, being continuous, 4r o 7-t agree on limits of poly- 
nomials-that is, on R[[Xl ,..., XJ]. S ince ~m-1 is an R-automorphism, $i = 4,: . 
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We remark that Proposition 1 is a uniqueness theorem, not an existence one. 
The existence question is quite another matter all together. 
After these preliminaries we can now make our first progress on the problem. 
We isolate the argument in the following proposition. The idea is taken from 
Castillon. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let D be an integral domain with X an indeterminate. Suppose 
that S is an infinite set of D-automorphims of D[[X]] with the property that u(X) 
has order one for each o in S. Then (D[[X]])” -= D. 
Proof. Let K denote the quotient field of D and let u E S. Since u(X) has 
order one, 0 also determines a K-automorphism of K[[X]] [12, p. 1351. Moreover, 
by Proposition 2, if 0 and 7 are two distinct elements of S, then the K-auto- 
morphisms they determine on K[[Xj] will also be distinct. Thus, we may view 
S as an infinite set of K-automorphisms of K[[X]]. 
Suppose that there exists a power series f E (D[[X]])“\D. For each element 
d E D and each element 0 E S, u(f - d) = u(f) - u(d) = f - d. Thus, we 
may assume that f has positive order. It follows from Lemma 1 that 
D([[X]])s? D[[f]]. In fact, (K[[X]])S 3 K[[f]]. Since f has positive order, 
Theorem 3 of [lo] shows that K[[X]] is a finite module over K[[f]] and from this 
it follows that the quotient field K((X)) of K[[X]] is a finite field extension of 
the quotient field K((f)) of K[[f]]. But any automorphism of K[[X]] leaving 
K[[f ]] fixed will lift to an automorphism of K((X)) leaving K((f )) fixed. Thus, 
we may lift each element of S. But S is an infinite set in contradiction to the 
fact that k-((X)) is a finite dimensional extension field of K((f )). This proves the 
proposition. 
Consequently, the desired result will hold for groups containing infinitely 
many elements “of order one.” We shall repeatedly make use of this fact. 
For readability’s sake, it is convenient to introduce some notation. Let 
(ui}Zn_r be a family of D-automorphisms of D[[X]]. We will say that {~~)r=r has 
property (“) if for each integer m with 1 < m < n; the order of 
( ~n,~,,,-1 .'. Q,,,+3 .)(X) is zero for each j with 0 < j < m - 1. Thus, the power 
series (o,,,u,,,-r ... u.+~)(X) h as anonzero constant term for m’s and j’s in the 
appropriate ranges. 
1Ve recall one final bit of terminology and information, this from [4]. Let R 
be a ring. The set I,(R) = {r E R 1 th ere exists an R-endomorphism ~6 of R[[X’J] 
such that b(X) =z Y + (terms of higher order)} is an ideal of R. In addition, 
I,(R) contains the nilradical and is contained in the Jacobson radical. 
Thus armed, we state and prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let D be an integral domain with G an infinite group of D-auto- 
morphisms of D[[XJJ. If nz=‘=, (I,(D))” = (0), then (D[[XJ])” = D. In particular, 
if D is 2Voefherian, then (D[[XJ])” = D. 
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Proof. Suppose that there exists an element f~ (D[[X]])G’:D. .4s noted in 
the proof of Proposition 2 we may assume thatf has positive order. Proposition 2 
itself says that the set H,, of all automorphisms CI E G having the property that 
u(X) has order one is a finite set. In fact, Ho is a subgroup of G for clearly the 
identity belongs to H, and H, is easily seen to be closed under forming products. 
We claim that there is a bound to the “lengths” of the subsets of G which 
have property (*). Suppose to the contrary. That is, suppose that for any positive 
integer n there exists a subset (q}in,r of G which has property (“). Since f has 
positive order, we may proceed as follows. 
= Un”+* ‘.. u,(X) . u,u,~l ‘.. uz(X) . “’ a,,(X) CT,&) 
for some power series f, , f2 ,,.., fn . Notice that we were able to continue the 
process because (ui)rCr had property (*) and so the power series of the form 
UmUnlpl . . Urn-) (X) had nonzero constant term. From this representation off 
we see that the initial coefficient off belongs to (I,(R))‘“. However, 11 was arbitrary 
and so the initial coefficient off belongs to nap=, (1@))” = (0). This establishes 
the claim. 
Since G$? H,, there exist subsets of G which have property (*). Thus, 
choose a subset {u~)~=~~ of G of maximum length with respect to having property 
(*). If 7 E G, then one of 7, urn, uaur-r ,..., o‘,u,-~ ... (T,T lies in HO for, otherwise, 
{ 7, 01 ,..., u,} would have property (*). Suppose the notation is u,,,u,,,+r .” ur7 = h 
for some positive integer m and some element h of HO . But then 7 = 0;’ ... a;% 
and clearly the set of all such products is finite since both {~~}:~r and H,, are 
finite. 
This completes the proof of the principal assertion of the theorem and the 
second assertion follows from the first plus the fact that the intersection of the 
powers of the Jacobson radical of a Noetherian ring is (0). 
We remark that the proof of the theorem actually shows that if there is a 
bound to the lengths of subsets of G having property (*), then (D[[X]])” = I). 
We can use this idea to prove the conjecture in case 11 is a Krull domain. We 
abstract the argument a little. 
COROLLARY 1. Let D be a domain with G an infinitegroup of D-automorphisms 
of D[[X]]. Suppose that the set S of all principal ideals SD of D having the property 
that there exists an element 0 of G such that a(S) == s -+- (terms of higher order) 
is a jinite set. Then (D[[X]])G = D. In particular, if D is a k’rull domain, then 
PKxll)c = D. 
Proof. Suppose not and let .f be an element of (D[[X]]))” of positive order. 
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If there is a bound to the lengths of subsets of G having property (*), then we 
are done. Consequently, we may assume that there is no bound. As before, if n 
is any positive integer and if we take a subset {ui}~=i of G having property (*), 
then the initial coefficient a of f will belong to the product of the principal 
ideals generated by the constant terms of o,(X), ~~~u~-r(X),..., and 
OS,-1 ... ul(X) and each of these is different from sero by assumption. Let 
S = (slD, Q,..., s,,D} and suppose that for 1 < i 5,; m a E (siD)tg\(siD)ti+l. 
Note that such integers do exist since a f 0 and (JT=, s,jD = (0) for 1 < i < m 
[8, p. 781. If we let t == maxlC:ii:,,r (~3, then by taking n y.1 mt we reach a contra- 
diction. 
We now have to prove the result when D is assumed to be a Krull domain. 
Note that the first part of the proof shows that the theorem is true in case the 
domain D has the property that each nonzero principal ideal of D is contained 
in only finitely many distinct principal ideals. To verify this, we have only to 
check that the initial coefficient off belongs to each principal ideal CD, where 
there exists an element 0 of G with u(X) = c + (terms of higher order). 
This, however, is clear since f = u(X) . u(fi). Th ese remarks reduce the problem 
to proving a ring-theoretic fact about a Krull domain D. 
Thus, let b a nonzero element of the Krull domain D. Which principal ideals 
of D contain b? If we let {v~}~.~) be a defining family of valuations for D, then 
v,(b) = 0 for all but finitely many 01. Suppose vEl(b) = e, ,..., v,,(b) = e, are 
the nonzero values. Then an element c of D is such that CD 3 bD if and only if 
Q(C) = 0 for p $ {a1 ,..., a,} and wEi < ei for 1 < i < m [5, p. 5291. It is 
clear from these observations that there are only finitely many such principal 
ideals CD. 
The key idea in the proof of Theorem 1 can be further exploited. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that D is a domain and that G is a group of D-auto- 
morphisms of D[[X]]. If G contains an element of injinite order, then (D[[X]])” = D. 
Proof. Suppose not and let f be a power series in (D[[Xj])” of positive order. 
Let u be an element of G having infinite order with 01 the constant term of u(X). 
By Proposition 2, we may assume that 01 # 0 and, keeping the notation of 
Theorem 1, the subgroup H, of G is finite. Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
since u has infinite order, for any positive integer n, u” $ H, and so we have that 
f = u’“(X) ’ u”-‘(X) .” u(X) . a(fn) 
for some power seriesf, . Thus, by [lo, Lemma 1, (i)], the initial coefficient of 
f belongs to the ideal CU”D. But n”,=, PD = (0) by [8, p. 781 and the proof is 
complete. 
We conclude by smmarizing these results. 
THEOREM 2. Let D be an integral domain with X an analytic indeterminate 
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and suppose that G is an injinite group of D-automorphisms of D[[Xj]. Then the 
jixed ring (D[[X]])G = D if any one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) D is a AToetherian domain. 
(ii) D is a Krull domain. 
(iii) G contains an injnite subset S such that u(X) has a zero constant 
term for each (T E S. 
(iv) G contains an element of inJinite order. 
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